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The ministry will continue to develop mechanisms f& providing opportunity  for individuals 

resource  affects  other uses. 
and groups to  participate  in the planning process, especially when utilization of the forest 

Finally, the ministry will create a resource-use plan, or family of plans, for  each  forest 
region. Each  plan will  be designed to  achieve clearly  articulated objectives. 

Within a Provincial Forest, the Ministry of Forests  is responsible  for land allocation 

provincial land allocation.  Coordination  between these agencies is required to ensure 
decisions. Howeva, the Ministry of Lands, Parks and  Housing also has responsibility f o r  

appropriate land-use decisions are macle. 

D~Scussions with regional managers during the course of preparing this analysis indicated 
that greater involvement of Regional  Resource Manapernent Committees working throwh 
the Environment and  Land Use Technical  Committee would most likely result in r d u t i o n  
of problems within the  context of provincial policy. By following a clearlv defined 
procedure f o r  all agencies, local issues that affect provincial policy can be resolved. 
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18 RANGE OPPORTUNITIES 

18.1 DEMAND 

The review of the  ranching  industry indicates  that British Columbia ranchers can market 
all they can produce. There are several possibilities for production expansion. Where 
native range and pasture complements the ranch and farm needs, new levels of demand on 

the British Columbia Beef Industry Development Committee which is investigating 
Crown ranges can be anticipated. The Ministry of Agriculture is currently  participating in 

private  crop and pasture lands and feedlot finishing facilities.  British Columbia 
doubling beef producticol by 1986. Meeting this target primarily involves developing 

slaughterhouses have sufficient  capacity to process the  additional production. 

The range system has been reviewed as an entity. However, its administration is divided 
among several agencies, principal€y the Ministry of Agriculture and the Ministry of 
Fcrests. Legisletion or incentives  affecting  private land come under the jurisdiction of the 
Ministry of Agriculture while Crown ranges are administered by the  Ministry of Forests. 

The type of production found  in British Columbia is a very  extensive one developed upon 

finishing before being slaughtered. The competitive position of the feeding industry is 
an abundant supply of inexpensive forage. The animals produced from this system require 

restricted by the  size of the Vancouver market,  access to that market, the high cost of 

government  policies affecting feed supplies. 
non-feed inputs, the lack of a year-round source of feeder cattle and uncertainty about 

Development and management  opportunities  for the ministry include intensive 
development and use of native Crown range in the southern  interior and pasture 
development near ranching  communities in the  north-central interior. The ministry's goal 
is to  increase  productivity  consistent with the biological capability of the land and in 
keeping with integrated resource use policies. The ministry  considers these  factors more 

consistent with the direction of the Ministry of Agriculture,  but continuous liaison 
important  than the demand for livestock. However, the ministry's goal is seen to be 

between the two agencies is necessary to ensure their programs are comdinated. 
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18.2 SUPPLY 

associated with realizing these targets. Three  levels of production were examined. 
The analysis assessed the production possibilities for stock ranges and estimated the costs 

Level 1 (L1) - maintaining present use levels, 
Level 2 (L2) - renovating degraded areas, 
Level 3 (L3) - developing range  areas. 

Even though the analysis attempted  to define three  levels of production, this was not 
possible in all regions. The Peace River Region has large areas of undeveloped range 
which require some investment  to bring them into production. In this region, the upper 
limits  to development are vaguely defined and the program will be constrained mainly by 
staff and bueets. 

In the Prince George and Bulkley-Nwthwest Regions, most of the grazing occurs on 
private land. For Prince George, the ministry could not estimate the  amount of increased 
production from private land so that the. figures relate only to  Crown range. For the 
Bulkley-Northwest, the ministry has only just begun to administer  range and feels there 
are  significant  increases that can be made but  cannot estimate them until this program 
has become fully established.  Table 18/1 shows the results for the province. 

TABLE 18/1 
Projected Yields from  Range  Development 

on Private and Crown Rangelands 
(AUMs) 

~~~ ~~ ~ 

Region Present Use L1 L2 

Peace 20 000 60 000 122 000 
Prince George 30  400 +* 34  200 64 000 
Bulkley-Northwest (33 000) (33 000) (50 000) 
Nelson 143 000 140 000 157 000 
Kamloops 582 000 576 000 646 000 
Caribm 604 000 595 000 616 000 

Totals 1379 400 1405 200 1605 000 
* Assumes development  requested under ARDSA is undertaken. 

L3 

300 000 

(75 000) 
83 000 

175 000 
797 000 
809 000 

2 164 000 

** Eleven thousand head of cattle counted. Assume a three-month grazing season. 
Numbers in  brackets  are preliminary estimates and are not included in the totals. 

In southern  areas the L1 option shows a decrease from present  range use. To maintain 
present  levels of production will require  programs  to offset problems such as forest 
encroachment, land alienation and  weed  invasions. In the northern areas, the LI option 
shows en increase  from  present range use. 
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In the southern areas, the L2 option indicates that there  are modest gains to be made 
from renovating degraded ranges with the  greatest gains  from intensive developments. In 
the north, L2 indicates  further  development will occur rather than  range renovation. 
This option would mean a  reduction in the forest land base. 

The results are based on the existing land base. In analyzing the land  base an assessment 

southern regions but are not readily  measurable in the north. However, the forest 
of the  vegetation  cover was attempted. Estimates of this cover are possible for the 

three  southern regions. 
dominates to a greater degree in the  north. Table 18/2 shows the  vegetation cover in the 

TABLE 18/2 
Vegetation Cover on Crown Ranges 

('000 ha) 

I Range Types I Nelson 1 Cariboo 1 Kamloops I 
Open range 22 228  430 
Open forest 350  169 820 
Meadows - 278 20 
Forest 462 2 158 
Alpine 6 - - 2 500 

Totals 840 2 833 3 770 

While domestic livestock grazing is compatible with wildlife  management at  lower 

production. Thus the intensity of ranch  development will to a certain  extent depend upon 
intensities of range use, competition  for food occups at greater  intensities of livestock 

wildlife management objectives. Other  integrated land-use objectives wil l  also determine 
the amount and character of the range available for  domestic stock. However, with the 
subjective data that were used, there is no  way of making allowances  for these factors. 

The productivity of the Crown range is particularly low, with  base  figures  about 12.75 
ha/AUM. On community pastures and private  pastures where there is a greater  intensity 
of management,  productivity  ranges between 0.16 ha/AUM and 1.67 ha/AUM. 

While it is recognized that productivity can be increased  dramatically,  there is some 
question  about the advisability of spending public funds to do so. Studies show that the 
average  selling  price of beef is less than the average cost of production. However, this 
relationship  may  be  changing with the higher  prices  being paid for beef. Total f a r m  cash 
receipts from the sale of beef cattle in 1978 were  estimated  to be $70 million. 
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18.3 REGIONAL  VARIATIONS 

-fie the analysis  indicated that  there  are  owortunities  for  range  development throughout 
the province, these w i l l  vary  with the character of the individual regions. 

Peace  River Region 

This region has an abundance of fertile land that can be developed. However, since the 

wil l  be high. As the region is already  heavily  into  grain  production, there  are  potentials 
regicn is in a pioneer stege of development, costs of establishing range and infrastructure 

for agricultural  diversification and finishing and slaughtering beef. 

Prince  George Region 

This region has little  native range. Pastures may be developed but the costs would be high. 
Production is also constrained by the  lack of winter teed. 

Bulkley-Northwest Region 

This region offers a potential for development but the  suitable  areas  are  scattered. More 
work is needed to establish a range  program  in the region. 
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Agricultural and Rural Development Subsidiary Agreement IAR DSA) 

The m a t  important issue surrounding range management  is the  administration of the 
ARDSA agreement. Of the $86 million to be allocated  to  agricultural development, $22 
million  will be directed t o  coordinated  resource  management plans by 1.989. 

The Ministry of Forests  is responsible for  the  expenditures under the coordinatee resource 
management plans. On the  other hand, the ARDSA agreement is managed by a  committee 

Economic Development as well as representatives for the  Department of RMonal 
made up of representatives from the  British Columbia Ministries of Agriculture and 

controlled by a management  committee on which it does not  have repesentation. Thus 
Economic  Expansion  and Agriculture  Canada. A major program of the  ministrv is directly 

results.  Therefore,  the  ministry should have  repesentation on the management committee. 
the ministry is not  invoIved in drafting  the  terms of the  agreement or in evaluating  the 

While the ministry does get some  assistance in the program, no recognition is given to  the 
costs in terms of Ministry of Forests  staff time. The ministry hears costs for  projects  that 
are designed  to  benefit  other  resources  such as wildlife management and recreation. 

In the opinion of the  ministry, the results of the program have heen Rood, resource 
managers and users  are working cooperatively in these  areas and the  objective of 
integrated land use is being  realized. However, these plans  should be done in the context 
of overall  government policy. 

Undoubtedly the program has many strengths hut it also has weaknesses. Each area is 
planned in isolation: there is  no reference  to  overall  government  objectives or policies. 
Without this  reference,  there can be  no rational means of making the trade-off decisions, 
and so piecemeal  planning results. 

Further,  there is no  one agency that has  authority over the  planning process. The Ministry 
of Forests has assumed responsibility  for  implementing plans but it has  no administrative 
control over their  formulation. While the planning process has value, it  must be placed 
within a broader planning context such as the  hierarchical  system Oeveloped by the 
Ministry of Forests. 

Without agency  responsibility, the plans that  are developed  have no official  status. In some 
instances, Crown lands in a CR,MP area have been leased or sold by the Ministry of Lana, 

made to  emure  that  they can be  implemented. 
Parks and Housing.  For the plans to be effective,  some  contractual  arrangements must he 

If the  federal government does  not enter  into  a second AR,DSA agreement  after 1987, the 
provincial government would have to decide  whether or not to maintain  the propam, op at 
least  its  share of the  program. If it does maintain funds for  CRMP, who  would administer 
them? While these issues are  entirely  speculative  at  the  present,  they  are key to  the 
Ministry of Forests  range program for the next  five years. 
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Even though the Ministry of Agriculture  programs do not dictate Ministry of Forests 

pmdltctim targets such as 65 percent self-sufficiency by 1986 create pressures for range 
action as the ARDSA programs do, they do affect range  administration. For example, 

improeem&. Haw adequnk4y the Ministry of Forests couM respond to these pressures 
was never assessed. With the jurisdiction over the components of the range system split, 
there is a need for close  coordination  between programs. 

Range Oppxtunities 
18 Policy Issues 

Since most  of the range  occurs on forested land there is a further need to  coordinate 

timber management that was of most concern to egrologists and foresters.  There is 
range management  with fores t  management. It wes this interaction between range and 

general agreement that cattle and forests cgn be managed together but it will q u i r e  
mare management efforts. The fcresters have to ensure adequate  regeneration of logged 

effort is a cost to the rancher. 
sites, and uncontrolled use by cattle reduces  tree survival. This aait ional management 

To prepare these sites  far  cattle may require  additional  scarification. While the  additional 

ranchers  generally  have high production costs and need sources of cheap feed. The loggers 
costs are not great, the question $: who pays? Farm business studies indicate that 

cost without  any  benefit. The government would have to  carefully assess the  benefits 
must ensure adequate  scarification f o r  tree  regeneration. Beyond that it is an additional 

before  it could invest public funds  in  the venture. 

Prescribed burning has been slggested as a management technique to improve range 
conditions in m,my cases. This  tool has been used particularly  effectively ih the Peace 

regions. he technique has been tried in the Nelson Regial aM %as b'een EonstfJeWd 
on but there is no unanimous agreement on its usefulness in the southern 

successful by range and wildlife managers. However, the silviculturalists  were  sceptical 
and found it depleted the soil moisture needed for tree growth and removed younger trees. 
In these areas the decision to burn will require some trade-offs. It will involve decisions to 
improve these marginal ranges as owosed to more  intensive  development on better ranges. 

The conversion of grazing leases administered by the Ministry of Lands, Parks  and Housing 
to a tenure  administered by the Ministry of Forests is a policy which requires discussion. 
The decision to make the conversion is not an isme but the workload created is of 
concern. These ranges tend to  be fairly productive  but have been degraded. Furthe,  they 
tend to be useful 8s badly needed springfall ranges. CorPsequantly they warrant a greater 
proportion of management effort  then  their area implies to make them a more productive 
part of the range system. As additional staff  to handle the conversion has not been made 
available, work priorities have been altered. 

River "T 

L .. 
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